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Colon adenocarcinoma tissue. 20X image 
constructed from 1157 fields of view with 
DAPI plus four channels. Magenta is CD20, 
cyan is DAPI, yellow is NaKATPase,  
gray is SMA1, orange is CD31.
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Introduction 

Clear, precise, analyzable multiplexed microscopy imaging poses unique challenges for instrument, data acquisition software, and operator.  
Images from fluorescence microscopes are inherently distorted. In a single image, these minor distortions are often negligible. However, when several 
images are stitched together to cover a broader section of the sample, and then layered to assess the spatial relationship among biomarkers of 
interest, those small distortions become obvious. Thus, generating high-quality outcomes calls for systematic corrections across all image 
acquisitions. Furthermore, accurate biomarker localization depends on the precise alignment of image layers and data comparisons are only possible 
if acquisition parameters are consistent over time and from one imager to another. Systems that only partially address these issues offer limited 
multiplexing capacity and scalability, generate bottlenecks in workflows, and complicate or even prevent analyses.

Cell DIVE: engineering and programming co-evolved to seamless precision

Cell DIVE is an antibody-based hyperplexed imaging technique that visualizes, identifies, and quantifies over 60 biomarkers in a single sample.  
A patented iterative probe-image-destain workflow captures thousands of spatial cellular data points from just one tissue section and automatically 
merges these into sharp images at single-cell resolution. The coordination of imager and software necessary to achieve that level of precision and 
quality has evolved over 10 years of incremental improvements in engineering and programming. So, while calibration and corrections are 
automatically calculated and coordinated by the Cell DIVE Acquisition Software, every step relies on unique features of the Cell DIVE imager and 
expertly designed acquisition and processing routines.

When you image a slide on the Cell DIVE system, processing controls to enhance outcomes and streamline handling occur at three levels:

 > Corrections are made to single field-of-view (FOV) images of the region of interest

 > Images to be adjoined and overlaid are aligned with high precision

 > Multiple Cell DIVE imagers are calibrated against a global reference for scalability

These three processing levels are highly interconnected. For example, intensity output and X-Y coordinate offsets are measured during imager 
calibration. Those values are referenced against a common standard to calculate instrument-specific corrections and thus, normalize data from 
one Cell DIVE imager to another. Other calibration measurements are used to calculate corrections applied in each acquisition scan that eliminate 
distortions and artifacts. More importantly, these complex adjustments occur seamlessly and inconspicuously, without operator input. The user is 
called upon only to confirm quality of the output before proceeding. In fact, the addition of lab robotics allows simply starting an acquisition run and 
walking away. 

Level 1: Flawless images are the building blocks of visual clarity

Fluorescence imaging through a microscope is inherently flawed. Instrument components – from illumination source and optics to camera chip 
– cause minor distortions. When adjacent FOV images are stitched together to cover a region of interest and then layers of biomarker data are 
superimposed to generate a composite image, those distortions are compounded. Left uncorrected, images show quilting, blurred boundaries 
between FOV, varied signal intensities, and misaligned layout and magnification. Each flawless image from a Cell DIVE System is the result of 
technology and software synergies. The Cell DIVE imager has been tested and refined over a decade to capture high-fidelity images that are then 
enhanced through automated correction routines. The following table describes details and outcomes of the corrections.
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FEATURE/CORRECTION ISSUE SOLUTION

Flat field correction

Optics limitations cause microscope  
illumination to be slightly brighter in the  
center than at the edges. Uncorrected, a 
stitched image will appear quilted.

A component of calibration is the acquisition of several 
images of a thin fluorescent target that are averaged to 
characterize the illumination profile for each  
objective-channel combination.  
Corrections based on that profile are applied to each 
FOV during acquisition.

Bright, consistent  
illumination

Consistent illumination can reduce time 
and computation power spent on flat field 
correction.

Brighter and flatter than Köhler, the critical illumination 
used by the Cell DIVE imager light path shortens  
exposure times and reduces flat field correction.

Stable, uniform light  
intensity

Illumination intensity provided by liquid light 
guides can decay over time.

A fiber optic cable improves stability and uniformity of 
illumination intensity of the Cell DIVE imager.

Tilt check¹

Incorrect loading or a slide label can cause 
tilt in a slide that hinders focusing and com-
plicates removal of autofluorescence and 
image registration.

In a patented process, the autofocus laser of the Cell 
DIVE imager samples various points across a loaded 
slide to assess if the focus differential across the FOV 
is larger than the smallest objective-specific depth of 
focus. This indicates excessive tilt and triggers  
a warning.

Quick and  
robust focusing

Refocusing at each FOV during an  
acquisition run contributes significantly to  
acquisition time.

During tilt check, the Cell DIVE imager collects Z-axis 
offsets across the slide which inform autofocus during 
acquisitions. Consequently, focusing each FOV is  
robust and fast, requiring only fine autofocus. 

Colon adenocarcinoma tissue stained 
with CD20 (magenta), DAPI (cyan), 
NaKATPase (yellow), SMA1 (gray) 

and CD31 (orange) shows visible 
quilting in the background without flat 
field correction (left) compared to the 

corrected image on the right.
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Distortion correction

Optics limitations cause variable  
magnification across a FOV which distorts  
the edges into blurred overlapping areas 
during stitching.

During calibration, a grid pattern of various sizes is 
imaged repeatedly to characterize fisheye and barrel 
distortions caused by magnification variation.  
The resulting correction model is then applied to each 
FOV during acquisition.

Colon tissue stained with CD20 
(magenta), DAPI (cyan) and CD31 

(orange). The left image lacks blank 
glass subtraction and has noticeably 
increased background compared to 

the right image with blank  
glass subtraction

The horizontal boundary between two 
fields of view (yellow dashed line) is 

visibly distorted in the uncorrected 
image on the left, compared to the 

corrected image on the right.
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FEATURE/CORRECTION ISSUE SOLUTION

Blank glass subtraction
Fixed pattern artifacts, reflections or filter 
coupling can cause increased  
background signal.

Images of a blank glass slide are acquired at each  
objective-channel combination. A median of these 
images is scaled and subtracted from each acquired 
image to remove background effects.



FEATURE/CORRECTION ISSUE SOLUTION

Level 2: Precise positioning is a pre-requisite for multiplexed insights

Cell DIVE aligns image layers with exceptional precision through a patented image registration process.3 Every acquisition run starts 
with a baseline DAPI image which constitutes the foundation of the composite image. Stitching by phase-space correlation in the 
overlapping edges between adjacent FOV images occurs only on this layer. All subsequent FOV, regardless of layer, are algorithmically 
registered back to this baseline for alignment, which is possible only because of the extensive image correction performed prior to 
registration. This way, alignment is based on all data of an FOV image instead of just the data at overlapping edges used for stitching. 
The following are essential elements of this precise alignment. 

FEATURE/CORRECTION ISSUE SOLUTION

Auto-alignment

Data acquisition for each biomarker staining 
cycle must be done at the same location on 
the sample slide, despite being unloaded and 
reloaded multiple times.

Prior to each acquisition, a set of FOV images are taken 
and compared to the baseline image. Based on any 
detected shifts in alignment, translation and rotation 
values are calculated and applied to the slide coordi-
nate system so FOV images match through layers.

Autofluorescence  
removal²

The strong native autofluorescence of  
tissues can obscure the signal of  
stained biomarkers. 

Prior to biomarker staining, images of autofluorescence 
are acquired in each channel to subsequently remove 
the native signal after scaling for differences in  
exposure time and accounting for camera offset. 

Colon adenocarcinoma tissue stained 
with CD20 (magenta), DAPI (cyan), 

NaKATPase (yellow), SMA1 (gray and 
CD31 (orange). Autofluorescence of 
red blood cells (magenta) visible in 
a vessel at the base of the colonic 
crypts and of the necrotic mass in 

the lumen (left image) is significantly 
reduced by autofluorescence 

removal (right).
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Level 3: A pioneering calibration is at the core of true scalability 

Large and multicenter studies process large numbers of samples, sometimes at different geographic locations. Such high-throughput 
and decentralized setups rely on multiple properly calibrated imagers to distribute processing load and build flexibility into routines. 
Images acquired on several Cell DIVE imagers are only directly comparable if instrument intensity responses are normalized and 
X-Y coordinate systems are standardized. The Cell DIVE system includes a patented calibration routine4 that (a) captures the data 
necessary to calculate FOV image corrections and (b) establishes a globally anchored, fully traceable calibration method where 
imaging parameters of each instrument are scaled to a master calibration plate. Thus, data collected by a fleet of Cell DIVE imagers 
are all related to the same common reference, freeing high-throughput setups from dependence on a single calibration plate.  
The process uses a custom-designed calibration plate with unique optical elements to automatically perform the following steps. 
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FEATURE/CORRECTION ISSUE SOLUTION

Registration3

Pre-acquisition auto-alignment is 
insufficiently precise for the level of 
resolution required in the composite image

Fine alignment is done in phase space after acquisition 
by comparing a DAPI image of each FOV in a layer to 
the baseline.

Precise slide  
positioning

No software alignment or registration 
algorithms can compensate for a stage that 
cannot accurately and reproducibly return to 
the same location on a slide.

The stage of a Cell DIVE imager is a precision  
component that balances speed for throughput with 
accurate X-Y movement and precise positioning.

Overlay of DAPI images from separate 
rounds, one colored magenta and the 

other colored cyan. Alignment was 
not performed in the image on the left, 

leading to a slight offset which is absent 
in the precisely overlaid nuclei of the 

image on the right.
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CALIBRATION STEP DESCRIPTION

Objective centration A chrome-on-glass grid serves to align the center of each objective.

Pixel size  
standardization

Standardized grid elements are used to determine and scale the pixel size of each lens, so 
magnification of each image is independent of the specific objective used. 

Stage alignment
X and Y coordinates of known features are measured to calculate a transform matrix used to  
compensate for linear and rotational variation, generating consistent coordinate systems  
across imagers.

Intensity calibration

Multiple images taken during the calibration process are used to quantify the brightness of each 
objective-channel combination relative to exposure time as counts per second (CPS). By comparing 
that measure to the calibration master plate, scale factors are calculated to adjust instrument-specific 
intensity response. This controls for time-dependent changes in excitation intensity and makes images 
directly comparable across multiple Cell DIVE imagers.

Blank glass  
measurement

A median image to subtract artifacts from the slide during data acquisition is generated based on  
multiple images made of a blank glass slide in each objective-channel combination.

Flat field  
measurement

Data are collected on a thin fluorescent target to characterize the illumination profile of each  
objective-channel combination enabling the correction of uneven illumination that generates  
seamless stitching.
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A system designed for simplicity 

Capturing and analyzing thousands of image data points for spatial biomarker analysis is complex, time-intensive, and susceptible to workflow errors. 
Cell DIVE was designed and optimized by scientists, for scientists, precisely to handle that complexity and take over steps that hold up processing 
pipelines. Beyond expanding multiplexing capacity by 25% with the addition of a near-infrared channel, Cell DIVE has built-in details to simplify 
your work. For example, Cell DIVE automatically tracks all samples moving through a multiplexed acquisition run, using barcodes to identify slides 
and automatically perform data acquisition and image correction. An overview of workflows and the status of each loaded slide is displayed in the 
software. Integral to that tracking is a prompted QC step after each image acquisition where the user can flexibly review the output of a scan for 
focus failures, poor image quality, and staining issues at a point where re-imaging is still possible. QC failures are rare, and a simple click triggers Cell 
DIVE to proceed with the next step. 

Even the barcoded sample holders are engineered to facilitate parallel and easy processing. Both the Dual Slide cassette and the ClickWell  
Coverslip-free Slide Holder position slides flat to prevent tilt and enable robust repeated loading and unloading of slides. The ClickWell eliminates 
coverslipping altogether and makes processing flexible. Slides can remain in the ClickWell and be processed manually or with an automated liquid 
handler to boost scalability. Alternatively, slides can be removed from the ClickWell for manual processing on the benchtop or automated processing 
with an autostainer. These two sample holders enable complete customization of the imaging and staining workflow. 

Thoughtful engineering, smart design, and decades of experience coalesce to make Cell DIVE a powerful solution that is easy to use and impactful in 
outcome. The refined interplay of uniquely stained biological samples, imager, and software delivers precise, high-quality, reliable image data. All that 
is missing are the questions you want to answer.


